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1 Introduction

Access Control (AC) is a widely used security measure to protect commercial and government information systems. It controls which subjects (e.g., processes and users) have access to which resources based on AC policies. A policy consists of a set of rules where each rule assigns authorized subjects a permission (i.e., permit or deny) to access objects under certain environment conditions of the protected system. Specifying correct AC policies is crucial for protecting the target information systems; however, it has become a highly challenging task for AC policy makers as the protected systems become more and more complex such that a policy usually contains a large number of rules and is easy to contain faults. This challenge is being aggravated by the trend of incorporating Big Data, Cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), Smart Grid, and other distributed systems into intelligent systems. Faults in AC policies not only can leak sensitive information to unauthorized parties, but also disable authorized access to information. For example, one rule permits an access request but another rule denies it. Such faults may have catastrophic consequences. Thus, faults in AC rules must be detected and fixed in a timely manner.

However, fault detection using traditional approaches (see [1] for a survey) such as Model Checkers, Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams (MTBDD), Formal Methods, Mutation Testing, Automated Combinatorial Testing, and Pseudo-exhaustive Testing is time-consuming for AC policies with a large number of rules, due to the exploration of a large rule space. More importantly, traditional approaches usually work after the entire policy is made. They can detect the existence of faults but usually cannot identify which rule caused the fault.

Extending upon the prior work [2], this project further studies and implements logic circuit based real-time detection schemes to detect AC rule faults, which is fundamentally different from traditional formal methods such as model checking. We refer to our implemented tool as LogicDetect.

LogicDetect has three major advantages: 1) due to the high computational efficiency of logic circuits especially when they are implemented in hardware, it enables a fundamental transition from the traditional after-the-effect detection to real-time detection, a strategy deemed too costly and impractical for traditional methods; 2) LogicDetect takes advantage of the parallelism and Boolean expressions in logic circuit simulations and is able to reduce the computation cost by orders of magnitude compared to traditional techniques; and 3) LogicDetect can be implemented in physical electronic devices embedded/incorporated into the protected systems such that the AC fault checking is local, independent of the availability of high-speed network or high performance computers. It can be used in industrial control systems, Internet-of-Things, military systems, as well as regular information technology systems.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section [3] provides a high-level overview of the logic circuit-based AC fault detection approach. Section [4] describes the logic circuits for static AC policies, properties, and models, and discusses how faults are detected. Section [5] describes the logic.
circuits for dynamic AC polices, properties, and models, and discusses how faults are detected. Section 5 describes our implementation. Section 6 presents evaluation results. Section 7 concludes the report.

2 Solution Overview

The basic idea is to construct logic circuits (LC) to simulate/emulate AC rules. Intuitively, AC rules can be expressed by Boolean expressions that operate on AC rule variables. When specifying rules in a LC, each LC gate is a logic operation connecting AC variables enforced by the rules in a Boolean expression. Each AC rule in a LC generates a permission output. A positive output after changing the input variables of the LC from 0 to 1 represents a “grant” permission; a negative output after changing the input variables of the LC from 0 to 1 represents a “deny” permission. For example, the LC in Fig. 1 shows three simple AC rules: subject $s_1$ is granted to perform action $a$ on object $o_1$ and $o_2$, and subject $s_2$ is granted to perform action $a$ on object $o_1$. The Boolean equivalences of the three rules are: $s_1 \& a \& o_2 = p_1$, $s_1 \& a \& o_1 = p_2$, $s_2 \& a \& o_1 = p_3$. Triggering $a$, $s_1$, $s_2$, $o_1$, and $o_2$ of the LC will generate positive permission outputs on $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ of the three AC rules. Triggering $s_2$, $a$, and $o_2$ will not activate any positive permission output since there is no $s_2 \& a \& o_2$ rule.

While adding AC rules to the policy, the corresponding circuits are constructed. When a new rule is added, the input switches representing this rule will be triggered on the LC and faults exist if the fault-checking output is positive. Specifically, two separate LCs are needed for fault detection: Grant LC and Deny LC, each of which implements all rules with grant and deny permissions respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. To detect if a newly added rule generates a permission conflict, the subject $s$, action $a$, and object $o$ of this rule are triggered on both Grant LC and Deny LC, wherever applicable. If both LCs output a positive permission, which means both grant and deny permissions for the access represented by $\{s, a, o\}$ are present in the policy, a collision fault is detected.

The above process can be used to detect most of the faults. For missing privilege faults and cyclic inheritance faults, special logic circuit design is needed, which will be described in this report too.

In fault detection, when we trigger the inputs for a rule, we must also trigger the chain of privilege inheritors from the subject(s) as well as any attributes that are linked to those subjects and inheritors. This is needed in order to detect collision faults caused by privilege inheritance or attribute-based rules 3. Attribute links are relationships between attributes/subjects. An example of an attribute link is the statement that John is a teacher, where John is a subject and teacher is an attribute. Similarly, when adding AC properties such as privilege inheritances or attribute links, we must apply them to the existing logic circuit to whichever rules they apply to, and we must re-check the existing policy for faults again as these new properties could cause faults.
Our approach can also be used to enforce AC rules, i.e., checking whether an access request should be permitted or denied. To do it, the inputs of the access request will be triggered on our circuit, and then we can observe the output of the Grant LC. If the output is high, the request is permitted; else, the request is denied.

3 Logic Circuit Design and Fault Detection for Static AC Polices and Models

This section describes how to simulate static AC rules and properties with logic circuits, and how to detect faults with the circuits.
3.1 Simple AC Rules

Simple rules can be either grant or deny rules. They either grant or deny an access request, i.e., permission for a subject to perform an action on an object.

3.1.1 Potential Faults

A collision fault can occur if a rule states that a subject is granted access to perform an action on an object, but another rule states that the subject is denied access to perform that action on that object.

3.1.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

Simple AC rules consist of usually 3 parts: subject, object, action. These inputs will be AND-ed together to form the simple rule’s logic circuit. For example, a rule states that John is allowed to read a document. The subject is “John”; the object is “document”; the action is “read”. Therefore the rule’s logic representation will be “John AND document AND read” (see Fig. 3). Since this rule is a Grant rule, the logic representation will be placed in the Grant LC. If the rule was a deny rule, such as stating that John was not allowed to perform a certain permission, it would be placed in the Deny LC.
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Figure 3: Simple Rule Logic Representation

After a rule is added to the LC, the corresponding inputs (i.e., subject, object, action) will be triggered. If a positive output is produced in both the Grant LC and the Deny LC, this new rule is causing a fault.

For example, suppose the following two rules are added to the policy (they are formatted as follows: subject, object, action):

- Grant: John, document, read
- Deny: John, document, read
These two rules will cause a collision as John is being granted and also denied access. This fault will be detected when the second rule is added to the policy, regardless of the order the rules were entered in, as there will be an output of high from the Grant LC and also an output of high from the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of the rule.

3.1.3 Rule Enforcement

Rule enforcement is checking whether an access request should be permitted or denied. When the inputs of an access request are triggered, we check to see if an output of high occurs in the Grant LC. If so, the request is permitted. For simple AC rules, we will utilize the fault detection logic representation for rule enforcement as well. For the remaining document, we will only include this section if the rule enforcement differs from the fault detection logic representation.

3.2 Attribute-based Access Control Model

Attribute-based model’s rules are enforced on attributes instead of a traditional “subject” or “object”. They are commonly present in Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC) models. We can use attribute-based rules with any of the static and dynamic rules by simply replacing the subjects or objects with attributes. Examples of attributes are teacher, staff, “born before 1999”, “US citizen”, and so on. For attribute-based rules, the logic circuit design depends on the underlying type of AC policy or model; it is the same as those described in previous and following sections except to replace subjects or objects with attributes. The fault detection process is also similar. We do not repeat it here to avoid redundancy.

3.3 Multi-Level Security Model

Multi-level security (MLS) model assigns each object a security level and gives each subject a security clearance level. The subjects then have access to certain objects based on their security levels.

3.3.1 Potential Faults

A fault can occur if a rule contradicts a MLS’ access right by denying that permission. For example, if a security level was granted access to an object, but then later that security level is denied access to that object, this will be a fault.

3.3.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

We simply treat the security levels as attributes. For example, suppose there are three security levels in order of increasing importance: confidential, secret, and top secret. Suppose there are three objects: confidential object (CO), secret object (SO), and top secret object (TSO). Now suppose we are implementing the Bell-LaPadula model, where subjects cannot read an object that requires a
higher security level (no read up) and cannot write to an object that requires a lower security level (no write down). MLS can now be represented the same way attribute-based rules; the logic representation for the read rules will be as follows: “top secret AND TSO AND read”, “(top secret OR secret) AND SO AND read”, “(top secret OR secret OR confidential) AND CO AND read”. See Fig. 4.

To illustrate a collision fault with an MLS rule, suppose we have the following two rules, where the first is the MLS rule in our previous example (Bell-LaPadula model) and the second is a simple rule.

- Grant: MLS Bell-LaPadula model
- Deny: top secret, TSO, read

This fault will be detected during the fault detection procedure as there will be an output of high from the Grant LC and also an output of high from the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of one of the rules.

### 3.4 Inheritance

Inheritance is an access control property that automatically applies any rule from the tribute/parent subject to another beneficiary/child subject. For example, if manager inherits from employee, any rule that is applied to employee will also then be applied to manager.
3.4.1 Potential Faults

Suppose there is an inheritance relationship in the AC policy. A fault can then occur when the tribute or beneficiary is granted and denied a certain permission. We describe how to detect such a fault in Section 3.4.2. A cyclic inheritance fault can also occur due to inheritance relationships. A cyclic inheritance fault occurs when the chain of inheritance from a subject goes all the way around and comes back to the original subject. In order to detect cyclic inheritance faults, we need to create a separate logic circuit. Details regarding this circuit will be covered in Section 3.4.3.

3.4.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

We can represent inheritance relationships in our logic circuits as well. When we process a rule, we will check if the subject has any inheritors; if the subject does have inheritors, we will set an OR condition between the main subject and their inheritors as the entry to the rule’s logic representation. Additionally, if the inheritors of the subject themselves also have inheritors, we will process those as well until all the inheritors are processed. For example, suppose that manager inherits from employee, director inherits from manager, and owner and editor inherit from director. Now suppose our rule stated that employee is allowed to read a folder. Our rule’s logic representation would be “(employee OR manager OR director OR owner OR editor) AND folder AND read” (see Fig. 5). Since this rule is a Grant rule, the logic representation will be placed in the Grant LC. If the rule was a deny rule, it would be placed in the Deny LC.

Inheritance can cause faults. Here, we illustrate a collision fault. Suppose manager inherits from employee and a policy has the following rules:

- Grant: employee, folder, read
- Deny: manager, folder, read

Due to the inheritance, manager should be able to read the folder too so the Grant LC will output high (see Fig. 5). However, the deny rule will cause the Deny LC to generate a high output. Then the fault will be detected.

3.4.3 Cyclic Inheritance

Cyclic inheritance faults occur when the chain of inheritance from a subject wraps back around to the original subject. For example, suppose manager inherits from employee, director inherits from manager, and employee inherits from director. The inheritance chain from employee goes to manager, then to director, then it wraps back around to employee; this causes a cyclic inheritance fault. In order to detect this fault, we will create a separate logic circuit that simulates only inheritance relationships. The inputs in this logic circuit will be only the subjects/attributes involved in inheritances. This logic circuit should be designed in such a way that, if one input it triggered, it should activate the entire chain of inheritances, and if the chain wraps back around to the original
Inheritances (tribute → beneficiary):
employee → manager
manager → director
director → owner, editor

input we will detect that there is a cyclic inheritance fault. The logic representation of each inheritance relationship is as follows: “subject OR {output value of any subject it directly inherits from}”; where the “output value” of a subject will also be the output of such a logic representation. If a subject is a beneficiary, the subject will need this logic representation. If a subject is only a tribute and not a beneficiary, we will use the input itself directly as the “output value” for that subject. We then check for cyclic inheritance with the following logic: “subject AND {output value of any subject it directly inherits from}”. If the output of that is high, we detect a cyclic inheritance fault. We can see an example of these circuits with and without a fault in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the “Gounded Output” is simply used to compile all the regular output values of subjects; the value of this output does not matter for fault detection.
4 Logic Circuit Design and Fault Detection for Dynamic AC Polices and Models

This section describes how to simulate dynamic AC rules and properties with logic circuits, and how to detect faults with the circuits.

4.1 n-person-control Model

In an n-person-control (nPC) model, $n$ subjects, from a group of $s$ or more subjects, must be active in order to access a certain object. For example, a 2-person-control rule states that any two subjects from the group of employee,
manager, and director together are allowed to read a folder; however, the sub-
jects when alone cannot read the folder. The subject count, n, will be initialized
and fixed the first time an n-person control rule is created.

4.1.1 Potential Faults

Suppose there is an n-person-control rule in the AC policy. A fault can then
occur when a proper subset of the s subjects is granted access for the same
object and action. In the example above, if another rule says employee alone is
allowed to read the folder, it will induce a fault.

4.1.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

For ease of presentation, let us consider the example rule that any two subjects
from the group of employee, manager, and director together are allowed to read
a folder. As shown in Fig. 7, we will add a deny logic representation to the Deny
LC for each subject in the group. In our example, we will add the following
logic representations to the Deny LC “(employee OR manager OR director)
AND folder AND read”.

For example, suppose the following two rules are added to the policy where
the first rule is a 2-person-control rule:

- Grant 2PC: (employee, manager, director), folder, read
- Grant: manager, folder, read

Suppose the 2-person-control rule is added first. Then, when adding the second
rule, a fault will be detected, because it will conflict with the “(employee OR
manager OR director) AND folder AND read” circuit added to the Deny LC
when the first rule was placed in the policy.
4.1.3 Rule Enforcement

For rule enforcement, logic representations will only be added to the Grant LC; we will add a grant logic representations for each n subject subset. The example rule’s logic representation will be “((employee AND manager AND NOT director) OR (employee AND NOT manager AND director) OR (NOT employee AND manager AND director)) AND folder AND read”. See Fig. 8.

![Figure 8: n-person-control Logic Representation](image)

4.2 Mutual Exclusion Model

In a mutual exclusion model [5], a subject from a group of s subjects is allowed to access a certain object at a time, but multiple of them cannot access the object at the same time. For example, employee and manager are not allowed to read a folder at the same time, but either of them alone is allowed to read it. Additionally, the first subject that performs this rule will claim the permission exclusively for themselves. So in our previous example, if manager reads the folder first, only manager will have access to the folder. Mutual exclusion is a dynamic rule. Rules that enable different access rights based on dynamic situations are called dynamic rules. Here, we define access rights as potential permissions that a subject has. For example, if a rule allows employee or manager to read a folder, we will have the following access rights: (employee, folder, read), (manager, folder, read). Mutual exclusion rules are dynamic rules since the access rights of each subject change over time and depend on the system states.

4.2.1 Potential Faults

A fault can occur if another AC rule denies a subject from the mutual exclusion group to access that object. This is a fault because the subject alone should be allowed to access the object. Another kind of fault can occur if another rule in the policy grants multiple subjects in that mutually exclusive group to access the object at the same time.
4.2.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

For example, suppose a rule states that only one person out of employee or manager is allowed to read a folder. When performing fault detection, we will use an OR between the subjects. The logic representation when performing fault detection would be “(employee OR manager) AND folder AND read”, and it will be added to the Grant LC. See Fig. 9. Next, we show how fault is detected.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 9: Mutual Exclusion Logic Representation

If we want to induce a collision fault with a mutual exclusion rule, suppose we have the following two rules, where the first is a mutual exclusion rule and the second is a simple rule.

- Grant: employee XOR manager, folder, read
- Deny: manager, folder, read

This fault will be detected during the fault detection procedure as there will be an output of high from the Grant LC and also an output of high from the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of one of the rules.

For the second type of fault discussed in Section 4.2.1, suppose one rule states that director, manager, and employee are in one mutually exclusive group for reading a folder. That means the circuit (director OR manager OR employee) AND folder AND read is added to the Grant LC. If another rule states that director and manager together are allowed to read the folder, then this rule is equivalent to a 2-person-control rule. Similar to the example in Fig. 7 circuit (director OR manager) AND folder AND read is added to the Deny LC. These two circuits will cause a collision. Hence, the fault will be detected.
4.2.3 Rule Enforcement

For rule enforcement, the logic representation would be “\{subject\} AND \{object\} AND \{action\} AND NOT \{output of other access rights’ flip flops\}”. In this example, the rule’s logic representation will be “employee AND folder AND read AND NOT \{output of flip flop for manager can read folder\}”. For simulation of dynamic rules, we use flip flops in our logic circuits to maintain the dynamic states. See Fig. 10.

![Figure 10: Mutual Exclusion Logic Representation](image)

4.3 Separation of Duty Model

In Separation of Duty (SoD) model, rules have multiple subjects, one object, and multiple actions. All the subjects are allowed to perform any of the actions on the object; however, each subject is only allowed to choose one action to be able to perform. Once one subject performs an action, that action will be exclusive to that subject, and other subjects must choose from the remaining actions. SoD rules are dynamic rules since the access rights of each subject change over time and depend on the system states.

4.3.1 Potential Faults

Despite separation of duty, the subjects are still allowed to perform the actions on the object. Thus, a fault can occur when another rule denies any of the subjects from taking any of the actions over the object.

4.3.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

For simulation of dynamic rules, we can use flip flops in our logic circuits to maintain the dynamic states. For example, suppose a rule states that employee or manager are allowed to read or write a folder, but there must be a separation of duty between employee and manager. We would have four access rights in this rule: “employee can read folder”, “employee can write folder”, “manager
can read folder”, and “manager can write folder”. The logic representation of each access right will be followed by a flip flop to denote an action being claimed by that subject. The logic representation of each access right would be “\{subject\} AND \{object\} AND \{action\} AND NOT \{output of other access rights’ flip flops containing the same subject\} AND NOT \{output of other access rights’ flip flops containing the same action\}”. If we look at the access right of “employee can read folder” in our example, the logic representation will be “employee AND folder AND read AND NOT \{output of flip flop for employee can write folder\} AND NOT \{output of flip flop for manager can read folder\}”. The logic representation will be placed in the Grant LC. See Fig. 11. During fault detection, we need to reset these flip flops back to the reset state before triggering each individual rules’ inputs. This will make sure that all actions could be claimed by any subjects at any time, allowing for proper fault detection.

![Figure 11: Separation of Duty Logic Representation](image)

In order to illustrate collision fault detection with a SoD rule, suppose we have the following rules:

- Grant: SoD (employee, manager), folder, (read, write)
- Deny: manager, folder, read

employee and manager could claim the actions of read or write on the folder. The second Deny rule would conflict with manager’s ability to claim the read action on folder. This fault will be detected during the fault detection procedure as there will be an output of high from both the Grant LC and the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of one of the rules.
4.4 Object-based Separation of Duty Model

Object-based separation of duty model’s rules are similar to regular SoD rules. The difference is that object-based SoD rules will have multiple subjects, multiple objects, and one action; subjects will claim an object instead of an action as in regular SoD.

4.4.1 Potential Faults

Suppose there is an object-based SoD rule in the AC policy. A fault can occur when an access right from the object-based SoD rule is later on added as a deny rule.

4.4.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

Similar to regular SoD, the logic representation of each access right in an object-based SoD rule would be “{subject} AND {object} AND {action} AND NOT {output of other access rights’ flip flops containing the same subject} AND NOT {output of other access rights’ flip flops containing the same object}”. The logic representation will be placed in the Grant LC. See Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Object-based Separation of Duty Logic Representation

The fault detection for this rule is very similar to regular SoD. To illustrate a collision fault with object-based SoD, suppose we have the following rules.

- Grant: object-based SoD (employee, manager), (folder 1, folder 2), read
- Deny: manager, folder 1, read
This fault will be detected during the fault detection procedure as there will be an output of high from both the Grant LC and the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of one of the rules.

4.5 Workflow Model

Workflow model’s rules are also dynamic rules. A workflow rule consists of multiple simple rules that must be done in order. For example, a teacher can create an exam, then and only then a student can take the exam, then and only then a grader can grade the exam.

4.5.1 Potential Faults

Suppose there is a workflow rule in the AC policy. A fault can occur when an access right in the workflow rule is denied by another rule.

4.5.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

Let us consider the above example. As illustrated in Fig. 13, the logic representation of each access right will be followed by a flip flop to denote that the access right was granted. The logic representation of each access right in a workflow rule would be “{subject} AND {object} AND {action} AND {output of directly previous access right’s flip flop if present}”. For the above example, the logical representations will be the following: “teacher AND exam AND create”, then “student AND exam AND take AND {output of flip flop for teacher can create exam}”, then “grader AND exam AND grade AND {output of flip flop for student can take exam}”. The logic representation will be placed in the Grant LC. During fault detection, we always make sure these flip flops are in their latched output state (opposite of reset state). This will make sure that all of the sub-rules in the workflow could be triggered during fault detection.

![Figure 13: Workflow Logic Representation](image-url)
To illustrate a collision fault with the workflow model, suppose we have the following rules:

- Grant: Workflow (employee, folder, create) → (manager, folder, read)
- Deny: manager, folder, read

The deny rule conflicts with manager’s ability to complete the workflow and read the folder. This fault will be detected during the fault detection procedure as there will be an output of high from the Grant LC and the Deny LC when triggering the inputs of one of the rules.

### 4.6 Conflict of Interest Model

In Conflict of Interest (COI) model, the goals or utility of multiple objects are incompatible. For example, if an employee is working for multiple competing companies and has access to their proprietary information, that employee could use information from one company and use it at another to potentially cause a loss for the first company. In access control, setting COIs between objects allow the access control model to prevent a subject from having access to two or more objects that have COIs.

#### 4.6.1 Potential Faults

For COI, no faults can occur during authorization time directly related to COI. Regular fault detection can occur without regard to any restrictions imposed by COI, as COI only takes effect during run time.

#### 4.6.2 Logic Circuit Representation and Fault Detection

Since no faults can occur due to COI during authorization time, we will not include any logic representations of COI when performing fault detection.

#### 4.6.3 Rule Enforcement

When we process a grant rule into the policy, we will check if the object that is being granted has any COIs; if the object does have COIs and the subject already has grant rules associated with those objects, we will add flip flops after each access right containing objects with conflicts; then we can have the following logic representation for each of those access rights: “{subject} AND {object} AND {action} AND NOT {output of other access rights’ flip flops containing a conflicting object}”. For example, suppose there is a COI between Apple secret files and Samsung secret files, and we have the following two rules.

- Grant: employee, Apple secret files, read
- Grant: employee, Samsung secret files, read
We will add the following logic representations to the Grant LC: “employee AND Apple secret files AND read AND NOT {output of flip flop for employee can read Samsung secret files}”, “employee AND Samsung secret files AND read AND NOT {output of flip flop for employee can read Apple secret files}”. See Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Conflict of Interest Logic Representation

5 Implementation

These logic circuits can be implemented on physical hardware, such as FPGA boards. We used the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation Board for implementing on physical hardware. For ease of use and evaluations, we have also developed a software tool that simulates the behavior of these logic circuits and our fault detection methodology. This tool is titled ACLST (Access Control Logic Simulation Tool). ACLST is a command line interface tool that is implemented with Python 3. We can see the menu of ACLST in Fig. 15.

In this tool, a user can simulate an AC policy by adding or deleting rules and access control properties. This tool supports all of the access control rule types and properties described above.

Whenever a new rule or property is added to the policy, the tool will automatically check if the new rule will create any faults. If the new addition does not cause any faults, the rule will be added to the policy. If the new addition does induce a fault, ACLST will detect the fault and abort the addition; if a user needed the new rule, the user could instead delete the existing rules and/or properties that conflict with the new rule in order to insert the new rule. The tool is capable of detecting all of the faults described above.

In addition to fault detection, ACLST can also be used in order to simulate the enforcement of rules. When provided an access request, the tool can determine if the request should be granted or denied according to the AC policy. This is done by simulating the grant circuit and seeing if a request’s inputs trigger a grant output as high. The tool is able to appropriately simulate and maintain the states for dynamic rules as well.
Moreover, ACLST can display a diagram of what the logic circuit is for the current policy rules. This function was implemented based on SchemDraw [7]. Users can save this diagram as an image or file. A user could reference this diagram in order to construct the circuit on actual hardware if desired. An example of a ruleset and the generated diagram is shown in Fig. 16.

Lastly, policies can be exported or saved as files. These files can be loaded with ACLST in order to recover the policy and pick up where the user left of previously.

6 Evaluations

This section presents evaluations of our approach in performance and cost.

6.1 Complexity Analysis

First, we analyze the temporal and spatial complexity of simulating each AC rule or property as a logic circuit. Temporal complexity refers to how quick we can get the final result from our inputs, which is measured by the longest input-to-output path in the logic circuit. Spatial complexity refers to how large the system will be, which can be measured by the number of logic gates used in the logic circuit. Then, we analyze the complexity of processing a mix of \( m \) AC rules.
6.1.1 Complexity of Each AC Rule/Property

**Simple Rules** The temporal complexity of simple rules is $O(1)$. This is because there is only one AND gate in the logic representation of simple rules. Similarly, the spatial complexity is also $O(1)$ for a simple rule.

**Attribute-based Rules** Attribute-based rules have the same complexities as any subject-based rule or property, because we can simply replace the subject with an attribute in any rule type or property. Both the temporal and spatial complexities are $O(1)$.

**Multi-Level Security** MLS models are represented with attribute-based rules. Thus, both the temporal and spatial complexities are $O(1)$.

**Inheritance** If a subject or attribute that was given a rule had inheritors, the logic representation would increase by one gate per subject/attribute that has inheritors in the rule. However, the final temporal and spatial complexities will stay the same.

Next, we analyze the complexity of the special cyclic inheritance detection circuit. The temporal complexity is $O(1)$ for an inheritance relationship. This complexity comes from an OR gate that checks if any of the direct inheritors of a subject are high; the next is an AND gate that checks if the output of the previous OR gate and the input subject value are both high in order to detect cyclic inheritance. The spatial complexity of this entire circuit is $O(s)$ where $s$ is the number of unique subjects that are involved in inheritance relationships. If the number of unique subjects involved in inheritance relationships does not change, the spatial complexity will not be affected by increases or decreases in the number of inheritance relationships. The spatial complexity is more precisely bound by $3 \cdot s$. Here the number 3 comes from the previously mentioned two gates and another OR gate that determines the “output value” of a subject involved in inheritance relationships. The spatial complexity will not be
affected by increases in the number of relationships, because the relationships are mapped with wires to existing gates instead of using new gates.

**n-person-control** The temporal complexity of n-person-control rules is $O(1)$, as there are two gates in the automatically added deny logic representation as part of n-person-control rules. The spatial complexity is also $O(1)$ for an n-person-control rule.

**Mutual Exclusion** First, let us assume that we use RS flip flops as our flip flops in the logic representations. RS flip flops are composed of two NOR gates stacked on top of each other. The temporal complexity is $O(1)$ regardless of the size of the mutual exclusion rule. The spatial complexity is $O(s)$ where $s$ is the number of subjects in the mutual exclusion rule. This is because a logic representation is made for each access right in the mutual exclusion rule.

**Separation of Duty** The temporal complexity will be $O(1)$ regardless of the size of the SoD rule. The temporal complexity is formed by looking at the initial AND gate for an access right and the following NOR gate from the RS flip flop. The spatial complexity is $O(s \cdot a)$ where $s$ and $a$ are the number of subjects and the number of actions in the SoD rule respectively. The spatial complexity is more precisely bound by $3 \cdot s \cdot a$, where the 3 comes from the AND gate of an access right and the two NOR gates in an RS flip flop, and the $s \cdot a$ denotes the number of access rights that will be generated from the SoD rule.

**Object-based Separation of Duty** The complexities of object-based SoD are similar to regular SoD. The temporal complexity is $O(1)$. The spatial complexity is $O(s \cdot o)$ where $s$ and $o$ are the number of subjects and objects in the object-based SoD rule respectively.

**Workflow** The temporal complexity for workflow rules will also be $O(1)$ regardless of the size the workflow rule. The temporal complexity is formed by looking at the initial AND gate for an access right and the following NOR gate from the RS flip flop. The spatial complexity would be $O(a)$ where $a$ is the number of access rights in the workflow rule. The spatial complexity is more precisely bound by $3 \cdot a - 2$; the 3 comes from the AND gate of an access right and the two NOR gates in an RS flip flop. We subtract two at the end because the very last access right in the workflow rule will not need an RS flip flop to store its state.

**Conflict of Interest** The temporal complexity of rules containing objects with COIs will remain the same as the original rule, as the addition of a flip flop and condition for granting the permission will not increase the temporal complexity. Similarly, COI will not increase the spatial complexity as well.

6.1.2 Complexity for a Mix of m Rules

Next, we consider an AC policy of $m$ rules that could be a mix of the rule types discussed above, and analyze the spatial complexity of representing these rules as well as the temporal complexity of detecting faults for the $m$ rules. The analysis applies to any of the faults excluding cyclic inheritance. The detection of cyclic inheritance utilizes a different circuit, and its analysis was done in the previous section. Some complexities will use ‘$r$’ instead of ‘$m$’, where ‘$r$’ is the
number of access rights in the policy. For the majority of policies, \( r \) will be the same as \( m \). However for SoD, workflow, and MLS rules, \( r \) can be larger than \( m \). In SoD rules, there will be \( s \cdot o \) number of access rights, where \( s \) is the number of subjects and \( o \) is the number of actions/objects. \( o \) is the number of actions for regular SoD rules, and \( o \) is the number of objects for object-based SoD rules. In workflow and MLS rules, the number of sub-rules will be the number of access rights.

**Spatial Complexity** In the worst case, the spatial complexity for an entire policy with mixed rules will be \( O(r) \), where \( 'r' \) is the number of access rights in the policy.

**Temporal Complexity** If this fault detection system is run on physical hardware, when adding a rule, the runtime for checking for faults has constant complexity and bounded by the temporal complexity of the rule with the largest temporal complexity in the policy. Since the temporal complexity of checking each rule for all rule types is \( O(1) \), the the complexity for checking the faults induced by one rule is \( O(1) \). For the entire policy with \( 'r' \) number of access rights, the complexity is \( O(r) \).

In software, ACLST simulates the behaviour of this system, and it has to loop through all of the existing rules in a policy while checking faults induced by each newly added rule. Therefore, ACLST’s runtime for checking each newly added rule will have a linear complexity bounded by the number of rules already in the policy. For a policy with \( m \) rules, the complexity of checking for faults in the entire policy will be \( O(m \cdot (m+1)/2) \), i.e., \( O(m^2) \).

### 6.2 Experimental Evaluations

We have designed multiple comprehensive rulesets containing a diverse set of rules, rule types, and AC properties. These rulesets are based on various real-life domains such as software development and asset management systems. We also designed smaller rulesets based on academic, healthcare, and military systems. The rulesets can be seen in Section A in the Appendix at the end of the report.

In order to test our solution’s fault detection capabilities, we injected specifically curated fault-inducing rules/properties into our rulesets, by modify existing rules or properties in order to create various faults.

#### 6.2.1 Evaluation of Correctness

We first tested whether our approach can correctly detect faults based on the ACLST tool. For the aforementioned rulesets and specially curated fault-inducing rules and properties, we found that ACLST was able to correctly detect all of the faults, which cover all the previously described fault types, AC policies/models, and AC properties.
6.2.2 Runtime Measurements

In order to evaluate the runtime, we created AC policies with various amounts of rules and took note of the runtimes when implemented on hardware and for ACLST to check for faults in all of the rules. We compared these runtimes to the runtimes of another access control policy fault detection tool called Access Control Policy Tool (ACPT) [8]. We took note of the runtimes for ACPT to check for faults in the same policies. These tests on hardware were run on the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation Board. These tests on software were run on a computer with an AMD Ryzen 5 3600 6-Core Processor running at 3.6 GHz using 16 gb of ram, running Windows 11 Pro version 21H2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Rules</th>
<th>Runtimes for checking the entire policy (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LogicDetect Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.534e-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.461e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.887e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.325e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>9.738e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.215e-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Runtimes: ACLST vs ACPT

We can see the results in Table. 1. We observed that, for the test cases we ran, ACPT takes around one second to do fault checking. However, the hardware implementation and ACLST seem to have much shorter runtimes when the number of rules in the policy are not extremely large.

7 Conclusion

We explored the extended capacities of simulating AC rules on a logic circuit by applying it to complex AC models. We discussed how to simulate various AC rule types and AC properties with logic circuits. We created an implementation that simulates the behavior of this fault detection logic circuit, ACLST. We evaluated our approach by checking if it properly detects faults against various AC policies with specially injected rules that should induce faults. Our tool was able to detect all of the tested faults against various AC rule types. We analyzed the temporal and spatial complexity of our fault detection scheme, and measured its running time. Lastly, we also evaluated ACLST’s performance by comparing it with ACPT, a traditional model-based fault detection system.
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# A Designed Rule sets

(should fail due to cyclic inheritance)

## Attributes

- Reviewer
- Editor
- Designer
- Admin

## Attribute Links / Hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High level attribute</th>
<th>Low level attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reviewer | Editor
| Editor | Designer

## Subjects | Inheritors | Attributes

| Alice | Charlie, Derek | Reviewer |
| Bob | Charlie, Derek | Reviewer |
| Charlie | Erin, Frank | Editor |
| Derek | Alice, Erin, Frank | Editor --CYCLIC INHERITANCE |
| Erin | Gary | Designer |
| Frank | Gary | Designer |
| Gary | none | Admin |

## Objects | Conflicting objects

- All pages | OS pages
- All folders | OS folders
- Widgets | None

## Actions

- View
- Create
- Upload
- Delete
- Publish
- Modify

## Attribute | Object | Action | Attributes

---
(No Faults)

No_Fault.txt

Reviewer
Editor
Designer
Admin

Reviewer | Editor
Editor | Designer

Alice | Charlie, Derek | Reviewer
Bob | Charlie, Derek | Reviewer
Charlie | Erin, Frank | Editor
Derek | Erin, Frank | Editor
Erin | Gary | Designer
Frank | Gary | Designer
Gary | none | Admin

All pages | GS pages
All folders | GS folders
Widgets | None
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gary</td>
<td>All pages, All folders, Widgets</td>
<td>Modify, Publish, Upload, Create, View, Delete, Admin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>Publish, Create, Delete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Widgets</td>
<td>Modify, Publish, Upload, Create, View</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>Modify, Upload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>View</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- WORKFLOW ---

(Designer | Create, Upload) -> (Reviewer | View) -> (Editor | Modify) -> (Admin | Publish) ---

--- GENERAL N-PERSON CONTROL ---

Designer, Reviewer | Upload

(should fail due to privilege escalation fault)

--- Attributes ---

Reviewer
Editor
Designer
Admin

--- Attribute Links / Hierarchy ---

Reviewer | Editor
Editor | Designer

--- Subjects | Inheritors | Attributes ---
### Objects | Conflicting objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Conflicting objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All pages</td>
<td>OS pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All folders</td>
<td>OS folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widgets</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Actions

- View
- Create
- Upload
- Delete
- Publish
- Modify

### Attribute | Object | Action | Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gary</td>
<td>All pages, All folders, Widgets</td>
<td>Modify, Publish, Upload, -- Create, View, Delete</td>
<td>Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>Publish, Create, Delete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Widgets</td>
<td>Modify, Publish, Upload, -- Create, View</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>Modify, Upload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer</td>
<td>OS pages, OS folders</td>
<td>View</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- COI.txt

(Fails due to Conflict of Interest)

### Attributes

- Developer
- Transaction Specialist
- Asset Specialist
- Project Manager

--- Subjects | Inheriting | Attributes ---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brett</td>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Read, Write, Add, Delete</td>
<td>Developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb, Chris</td>
<td>Transaction database</td>
<td>Read, Write, Add, Delete</td>
<td>Transaction Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>Asset database</td>
<td>Read, Write, Add, Delete</td>
<td>Asset Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>Transaction database, Asset database, Employee database</td>
<td>Read, Write, Add, Delete</td>
<td>Project Manager (fault here)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GnPC.txt

(Fails due to N-Person control)
Alex, Aaron | none | Junior developer, Frontend
Brayden | Alex, Aaron | Senior developer, Frontend
Cooper | none | Junior developer, Backend
Dylan | Cooper | Senior developer, Backend
Eli | none | Server admin
Finn | Eli, Dylan, Cooper, Brayden, Alex | CTO

--------- Objects | Conflicting objects -------
-------------------
Client-side code (test)
Client-side code (prod)
Server-side code (test)
Server-side code (prod)
Proprietary SDK
Product database
User database
Employee database

------------------- Actions -------------------
-------------------
Read
Write
Add
Delete

------------------- Grant -------------------
Subject | Object | Action | Attributes
-------------------
Alex | Client-side code (test) | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Alex | Client-side code (prod), Proprietary SDK | Read
Brayden | Client-side code (test & prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Brayden | Proprietary SDK | Read
Cooper | Server-side code (test) | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Cooper | Product/User databases, Proprietary SDK | Read
Dylan | Server-side code (test & prod), Product/User databases | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Dylan | Proprietary SDK
→
Eli | Employee database
→ | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Finn | Client/Server-side code (test & prod), Product/User/Employee
databases | Read
Finn | Proprietary SDK
→ | Read, Write, Add, Delete

-----------------------------
------------- Deny -------------
- Subject | Object | Action | Attributes -
-----------------------------
Junior developer | Client-side code (prod), Server-side code (prod),
→ Proprietary SDK | Write, Add, Delete

------------------------------------------
---------------- WORKFLOW -----------------
... → (Attributes | Object | Actions) → ...
------------------------------------------
(Junior developer, Frontend developer | Client-side code (test) | Write)
→ (Senior developer, Frontend developer | Client-side code (test &
→ prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Junior developer, Backend developer | Server-side code (test) | Write)
→ (Senior developer, Backend developer | Server-side code (test &
→ prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Senior developer | Proprietary SDK | Read)
→ (CTO | Proprietary SDK | Write, Add, Delete)
(CTO → | Employee database | Read)
→ (Server admin | Employee database | Write, Add, Delete)

------------------------------------------
------------- General Mutual Exclusion -------------
---- (Attribute | Object | Action) <> (Attribute | Object | Action) ----
------------------------------------------
(CTO | Employee database | Read) <> (Server admin | Employee database | Write)
(Junior developer, Backend developer | Product/User databases | Read) <>
→ (Senior developer, Backend developer | Product/User databases | Write)

(these N-person control rules should (hopefully) enable a fault condition,
since Junior devs are denied access to prod branch, but this rule would allow
them access together)

------------------------------------------
------------- General N-Person Control -------------
---------------- Attributes | Object | Actions | N -----------------
------------------------------------------
Junior developer, Frontend developer | Client-side code (prod) | Write | 2
Junior developer, Backend developer | Server-side code (prod) | Write | 2
Tester
UX/UI designer
Data scientist
Junior frontend dev
Junior backend dev
Senior frontend dev
Senior backend dev
Server admin
Lead engineer
Project manager
CTO

--- Subjects | Inheriting | Attributes ---

Abe, Anthony, Alicia | None |
| Tester
Barbara, Ben, Brody | None |
| → UX/UI designer
Carmen, Chris | None |
| → Junior frontend dev
Denice, Daniel | None |
| → Junior backend dev
Edison, Eric, Erica | Carmen, Chris |
| → Senior frontend dev
Frank, Freeman, Forrest | Denice, Daniel |
| → Senior backend dev
Gwen | None |
| → Data scientist
Hannah | Gwen, Frank, Freeman, Forrest, Edison, Eric, Erica |
| → Project manager
Isaac | Hannah |
| → Director
Jill | Isaac |
| → CTU

----- Objects | Conflicting objects -----

Alpha version
Client-side code (test)
Client-side code (prod)
Server-side code (test)
Server-side code (prod)
Proprietary SDK
Product database
User database
Interaction database
Transaction database
University of Arkansas

Ticket database
Employee database
Master database
ML models
Backup server
API Keys
Cloud environment

------------------------------------------
---------------- Actions ----------------
------------------------------------------
Read
Write
Add
Delete

------------------------------------------
| Attribute   | Object                          | Action      | Subjects                      |
------------------------------------------
| Tester      | Alpha version                   | Read, Write | Tester                        |
| Tester      | Ticket database                 | Read        | Tester, Tester, UI/UX Designer |
| UI/UX Designer | Alpha version               | Read, Write | UI/UX Designer, Tester         |
| UI/UX Designer | Ticket database            | Read, Write | UI/UX Designer, Tester         |
| Data scientist | Interaction database    | Read        | Data scientist                |
| Data scientist | ML models                    | Read, Write, Add, Delete | Data scientist, Tester |
| Junior frontend dev | Client-side code (test) | Read, Write, Add, Delete | Junior frontend dev |
| Junior frontend dev | Client-side code (prod), Proprietary SDK, Alpha version | Read, Write, Add, Delete | Junior frontend dev |
| Junior backend dev | Server-side code (test)       | Read        | Junior backend dev            |
| Junior backend dev | Product/User/Interaction/Transaction/Ticket/Employee databases, Proprietary SDK, Alpha version, Cloud environment | Read, Write, Add, Delete | Junior backend dev |
| Senior frontend dev | Client-side code (test & prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete | Senior frontend dev |
| Senior frontend dev | Alpha version, Proprietary SDK | Read        | Senior frontend dev            |

------------------------------------------
University of Arkansas

Senior backend dev | Server-side code (test & prod),
← Product/User/Interaction/Ticket/Master databases, Cloud environment
← | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Senior backend dev | Alpha version, Employee database, Proprietary SDK
← | Read
Server admin | Employee/Ticket databases, Backup server
← | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Lead engineer | Client-side code (test & prod), Server-side code (test & prod), ALL databases, Server, Cloud environment
← | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Lead engineer | Proprietary SDK, API keys
← | Read
Project manager | Backup server, Cloud environment, Proprietary SDK, API keys
← | Read, Write, Add, Delete
Project manager | Alpha version, Client-side code (test & prod), Server-side code (test & prod), ALL databases, ML models, Backup server, API keys, Cloud environment | Read
CTO | EVERYTHING
← | Read, Write, Add, Delete

--------------------------- WORKFLOW ---------------------------
... -> (Attributes | Object | Actions) -> ...

(UI/UX designer | Alpha version | Read)
→ (Server admin | Ticket database | Add, Delete)
→ (Junior frontend dev | Client-side code (test) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Tester | Alpha version | Read)
→ (Server admin | Ticket database | Add, Delete)
→ (Junior frontend/backend dev | Client-side code (test) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Junior frontend dev | Client-side code (test) | Write)
→ (Senior frontend dev | Client-side code (test & prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Junior backend dev | Server-side code (test) | Write)
→ (Senior backend dev | Server-side code (test & prod) | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Senior developer | Proprietary SDK | Read)
→ (CTO | Proprietary SDK | Write, Add, Delete)
(Project manager | Interaction database | Read)
→ (Data scientist | ML models | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Lead engineer | Backup server | Read)
→ (Server admin | Backup server | Read, Write, Add, Delete)
(Project manager | Employee database | Read)
→ (CTO | Employee database | Read)
→ (Server admin | Employee database | Write, Add, Delete)
General Mutual Exclusion

(CTO | Employee database | Read) <> (Server admin | Employee database | Write)
(Junior backend dev | Product/User databases | Read) <> (Senior backend dev | Product/User databases | Write)

General N-Person Control

Senior backend dev | API Keys | Write | 3